INTRODUCTION
Layout analysis is the process of extracting text lines from a document image and identifying their reading order. It is a major step in converting documents into electronic text [1] . The first major step in document layout analysis is segmentation. In this step a documents are divided into distinct geometrical regions where each is classified as text or non-text region. Text regions contain text only while non-text regions may contain images, graphs, drawings, etc. as shown in Fig. 1 . Text regions are sent to character recognition engine [2] which converts text images into digital text while there is no need to send images to recognition engine as it will give garbage output.
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Fig. 1. Examples for regions in Arabic documents (a) text region (b) nontext (image) region (c) non-text (drawing) region
Our focus is on Arabic script documents. Arabic script languages -such as Arabic, Kurdish, Urdu, Persian etc.-is the second most used script after Latin script. Arabic script segmentation is a challenging problem as it is written in many different styles. In addition, Arabic script is cursive where letters are connected together forming ligatures.
In literature, many algorithms were presented for document images segmentation. Kumar et al. [3] evaluated the performance of six page segmentation algorithms on different scripts. The evaluated algorithms are X-Y cut, whitespace analysis, constrained text-line finding, Docstrum, Voronoi diagram and smearing algorithms. X-Y cut algorithm [4] is a recursive top-down algorithm. It is a tree based algorithm where the whole document image represents the root of the tree. A document is then decomposed recursively into rectangular blocks, until the document can't further be split, which forms tree nodes. Whitespace analysis algorithm [5] analyzes the structure of background in a document image. It extracts the maximal whitespace rectangles, to be merged subsequently. Merged rectangles cover the background and thus isolate text blocks. Constrained text-line detection algorithm [6] is also a top down algorithm. It performs a twostep text lines extraction algorithm. First, it extracts maximal empty rectangles covering the whitespace background as in whitespace analysis algorithm. Then, the extracted rectangles are considered obstacles that are used in text line detection step. Document spectrum, or docstrum, algorithm [7] is a bottom up algorithm. It works on connecting document components using the nearest neighbor clustering algorithm forming the regions. Voronoi-diagram based algorithm [8] is also a bottom-up algorithm. It extracts sample points from the boundaries of connected components. Voronoi cells are extracted surrounding the sample points. A decision is taken on the edges whether to be removed or not based on two features, distance and ratio of cell areas. The predefined algorithms are evaluated on different scripts including Arabic scripts particularly on Urdu documents. They give poor segmentation results on complex script documents such as Arabic scripts. As based on the algorithms evaluation on Urdu documents, maximum accuracy achieved was 71.5%. Another evaluation was done by Shafait et al. [9] on the same six algorithms but only on Latin English scripts. Their algorithms evaluation shows that constrained text-line finding, Docstrum and Voronoi give better results than X-Y cut, whitespace analysis and smearing algorithm. www.ijacsa.thesai.org Moreover, other approaches are used like multiresolution morphological operations as in Bloomberg algorithm [10] . Bloomberg algorithm performs well on text and halftone document segmentation. But except for halftones, it gives poor results on any other non-text like drawings, graphs, etc. Bukharia et al. [11] proposed an improvement on Bloomberg algorithm to be generalized. A hybrid between Voronoi and Docstrum is also proposed in [12] .
On the other hand there are other text segmentation approaches based on classification of segmented text zones. Pixel based approaches [13] which work on classifying each pixel in a document into text or non-text. Connected component analysis based approaches [14] where each extracted component is classified into a text or non-text class. Edge based [15] approaches where edged images are portioned into blocks and each block is classified to a class. Texture analysis based [16] approaches which make use of the regular periodic texture property in text regions and irregular textures in non-text zones. In this work we propose a new approach for zone classification in Arabic documents. The proposed algorithm applies text and non-text segmentation using dilation morphological operation and connected component analysis. Features extracted from each segmented zone are then used in classifying text and non-text regions. Those features combine texture and connected component based features.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Page segmentation of Arabic script document images is described in Section II. Starting by preprocessing then followed by zone segmentation. Extracted zones classification is discussed in Section III. Performance evaluation and experimental results are discussed in Section IV. Results analysis and final conclusions are included in Section V.
II. PAGE SEGMENTATION

A. Preprocessing
Collected document images are required to be in the same format for any further processing. Since, collected document images may be colored or grey scaled; images need to be unified in bi-level representation -black, white-. This binarization step is the main pre-processing step. In [17] an adaptive local thresholding method is used for image binarization. Image is then cleaned using a 5×5 median filter for noise removal. Marginal noise and document borders are also removed. Skewed images are corrected using Radon transform [18] to be aligned correctly for further processing. The result from preprocessing phase is a unified, cleaned and aligned binary image with text and non-text components only.
B. Zone Segmentation
This step works on segmenting binary image into a set of zones. Segmentation algorithm used in this step is based on multiresolution morphological operations, dilation operation. Connected component analysis is applied to extract mean height (μ h ) and mean width (μ w ) of the extracted connected components. Image is dilated using a rectangular structuring element with size relative to μ h and μ w . The resulting image contains each zone components connected together. Each zone is surrounded by a rectangle as shown in Fig. 2 . 
C. Textural based features
Feature used in the proposed system is the document structure element DSE [19] . It is based on a 3x3 blocks. Pixels distribution in a given image block is shown in Fig. 4 . There exist 2 9 = 512 different DSEs range from 0 to 511. For each pixel a 3x3 block, with this pixel as center b 4 , is converted into integer which is called document structure element characteristic number DSECN [19] . DSECN is calculated using the following formula: ∑ where b i = {0,1}; 0 for black pixels and 1 for white pixels.
Features are calculated by counting the frequency of each of the 512 blocks. Some of the features are irrelevant which causes conflict in the classification between classes -text and non-text-. It is infeasible to extract all 2 512 different possible combination between features of the DSEs to find the relevant and most effective features. As a result, a feature selection algorithm is used for dimensionality reduction without reducing accuracy. Only subset of features, which hold sufficient information used in discriminating classes, are selected. There exist many feature selection algorithms in literature, some apply linear transformations on the extracted feature vectors like principle component analysis (PCA) [20] . Others use evolution-based optimization techniques like Genetic algorithms (GA) [20] which focus on feedback result from the classifier to the feature selector.
In the proposed system GA is applied. Binary chromosome is used to represent the 512 features. Fitness used for the selection process is the accuracy of the model generated from a linear kernel support vector machine [21] (SVM) classifier. Input to the SVM is a subset of selected features and the output is the accuracy of the input features on a training set. The subset of features giving the highest accuracy is considered to hold the most effective subset of features. GA results in 223 features which is almost half the original set. Accuracy of the classification process using the selected features is 97.83% on cross validation data. Experimenting the whole 512 features and the 223 selected features gives equal results.
D. Connected Component based features
As previously explained, features are mixture of textural and connected component based features. Connected component analysis is applied and some statistical features are extracted to enhance the accuracy of the classification process. Features extracted from each zone are:
1) Aspect ratio between width and height 2) Percentage of foreground to total zone pixels 3) Normalized maximum components height 4) Normalized maximum components width 5) Normalized mean width of the components 6) Normalized Standard deviation for width of the components 7) Normalized mean height of the components 8) Normalized standard deviation for height of the components 9) Mean for aspect ratio of the components 10) Standard deviation for aspect ratio of the components
Features are normalized by dividing its value by the document image value, e.g. width, height. Adding the 10 connected component based features to the selected textural features improves the accuracy of zones classification to reach 98.54% on cross validation data. This means that connected component features increased the classification by 0.71%.
IV.
SYSTEM EVALUATION Evaluation of the current system requires collecting document images because of the absence of standard Arabic document dataset. Our Data set was 85 scanned documents collected from different sources. Documents are scanned using 12 Mega pixel camera. Images are collected from 3 main sources -books, magazines and historical documents-with different layouts e.g. single and multi-column documents. Images are as follow, 60 images from books, 10 images from historical documents and 15 images from magazines. Evaluation of the proposed zone classification algorithm is shown in table I. Results are shown for each set separately. In Books set, 1400 segmented and tested zones, 650 text zones and 750 non-text zones. In magazine set, 350 segmented and tested zones, 210 text zones and 140 non-text zones. Finally, historical documents set, 150 segmented and tested zones, 40 text zones and 110 non-text zones. Accuracy is calculated from zone classified as text or non-text using precision and recall. The precision is the ratio of the number of text zones to the total number of zones classified as text. The recall is the ratio of the number of text zones to the total text zones. Table I shows that books and magazines precision and recall are near. However, in historical documents the values are far. The high difference occurs as a result of high degradation in old historical documents. Low precision value results from big amount of noisy non-text zones detected as text. However, recall value is high which shows that only few text-zones are detected as non-text. Figure 5 shows some examples for documents sent to the system. Our approach is also evaluated against the preprocessing components of commercial state of art Arabic OCR systems, RDI Clever Page [22] and Sakhr Arabic OCR [23] . RDI Clever Page is based on connected component analysis and whitespace analysis. Evaluation is applied on a set of 109 books and magazines images. Results in table II show that our proposed classification approach has high recall value; which means that few text zones were missed. RDI system results in higher precision value but with smaller recall value compared www.ijacsa.thesai.org to our system. This means that RDI system misclassifies many text zones as non-text than our system which may result in losing important information from original document. On the other hand, our system overpasses the values of Sakhr system in both precision and recall.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper we proposed a framework for documents layout analysis. It consists of two main phases 1) segmentation and 2) classification. Collected documents are binarized using an adaptive global binarization method, Sauvola. Images are then cleaned and skewed for further processing. Binarized images are segmented using morphological dilation operation into zones. Features are extracted for classification of segmented zones. Features used are combination between connected components and textural based features. Textural features are reduced using genetic algorithm and added to connected component features. Each zone is classified into text or non-text by sending features to a linear SVM classifier. Only text zones are sent for character recognition engine OCR to avoid garbage resulting from sending non-text regions. Evaluation results show that the proposed approach managed to achieve high accuracy for text zones classification in Arabic documents. Comparing those results with state of art commercial Arabic OCR systems it achieved the best recall while saving high accuracy. 
